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ABSTRACT 
With the coming of the information revolution, electronic 

documents are becoming a principle media of business and 

academic information. Thousands and thousands of electronic 

documents are produced and made available on the internet 

each day. In order to fully utilizing these on-line documents 

effectively, it is crucial to be able to extract the gist of these 

documents. Having a Text Summarization system would thus 

be immensely useful in serving this need. The objective of 

automatic text summarization is to extract essential sentences 

that cover almost  all the concepts of a document so that users 

are able to comprehend the ideas the documents tries to 

address by simply reading through the corresponding 

summary. In this paper we investigate some novel technique 

to develop an effective automatic Oriya text summarizer. 

These techniques can efficiently and effectively save users‟ 

time while summarizing a particular text. 

Keywords 
Information extraction, web search, Word frequency method, 

Positional Criteria method, Cue phrase method, Title overlap 

method. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Information can be made more digestible in a number of 

ways. It can be compressed into a briefer format to enable the 

user to absorb the information quickly .Automatic 

summarization has become an important application recently 

due to the increased amount of information available on the 

Web. Summarization techniques can be very useful in 

improving the effectiveness of Web search. In order to 

generate a summary, we have to identify the most important 

pieces of information from the document, omitting irrelevant 

information and minimizing details, and assemble them into a 

compact coherent report. This however, is easier said than 

done as it involves some of the main problems of natural 

language processing. To produce a domain-independent 

system would require work in natural language understanding, 

semantic representation, discourse models, world knowledge, 

and natural language generation. Successes in domain-

independent systems are few and limited to identifying key 

passages and sentences of the document. More successful 

systems have been produced for limited domain applications 

such as report generations for weather, financial and medical 

databases. In automatic text summarization there are two 

distinct techniques either text extraction or text abstraction. 

Text extraction means to extract pieces of an original text on a 

statistical basis or with heuristic methods and put together it to 

a new shorter text with the same information content. There 

are three steps to perform text extraction. First to understand 

the topic of a text, so called topic identification, secondly the 

interpretation of the text and finally the generation of the text. 

In text extraction the method is basically to give scores to 

each sentence depending on the importance of each sentence 

and when creating the summary the most significant sentences 

are kept. The scores can be based on high-frequent open word 

class words, bold or numerical text, proper nouns, citations, 

position in text etc. Text abstraction is to parse the original 

text in a linguistic way, interpret the text and find new 

concepts to describe the text and then generate a new shorter 

text with the same information content. The latter is very 

similar to text generation. 

2. RELATED WORK 
SweSum is the first automatic text summarizer for Swedish. It 

summarizes Swedish news text in HTML/text format on the 

WWW. During the summarization 5-10 key words - a mini 

summary is produced.Accurancy 84% at 40% summary of 

news with an average original length of 181 words. 

Automatic text summarization is based on statistical, 

linguistical and heuristic methods where the summarization 

system calculates how often certain key words (the Swedish 

system has 700 000 possible Swedish entries pointing at 40 

000 Swedish base key words). The key words belong to the so 

called open class words. The summarization system calculates 

the frequency of the key words in the text, which sentences 

they are present in, and where these sentences are in the text. 

It considers if the text is tagged with bold text tag, first 

paragraph tag or numerical values. All this information is 

compiled and used to summarize the original text. 

Currently available major Web search engines use short 

summaries of document contents in displaying their results. 

Google creates document summaries using query-biased 

techniques. WebDocSum is a retrieval interface providing 

longer query-biased summaries to improve the search 

experience of Web users . The system uses surface-level 

extraction techniques; that is, it scores and selects sentences 

based on features such as title, location, relation to query and 

text formatting for the output summary. Most of the work so 

far has been focused on English and other European language. 

 In this paper, we describe an automatic text summarizer for 

Oriya language. The methods used are 

1. Word frequency method 

2. Positional Criteria method 

3. Cue Phrase method 

4. Title overlap method 

3. STRUCTURAL PROCESSING 
Currently, most of the documents on the Web are formatted in 

HTML. Usually, the documents are not in a fixed 

format.,They are designed as consisting of sections and 

subsections using a limited number of HTML formatting tags. 

Someof these tags include: 

• Bold (<b>) 

• Underlined (<u>) 
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• Font (<font>): together with the size attribute to specify the 

size  of the font used 

• Heading: <h1>, <h2>, <h3>, <h4>, <h5> and <h6> for 

different levels of headings  

The structure of a document may be considered as a 

hierarchy, where each document has sections; each section 

has subsections, and so on . The sections and subsections are 

identified using some heuristics on HTML tags. 

4. WEB PAGE SUMMARIZATION 
There is no such automatic text summarizer for Oriya 

language. 

We have developed an automatic text summarizer for Oriya 

language by using 4 different techniques. 

The techniques used are: 

Word Frequency method 

Positional Criteria method 

Title Overlap method 

Cue Phrase method 

These techniques can efficiently and effectively save users‟ 

time while summarizing a particular text. We have also 

applied some linguistic approach because in Oriya we found 

some Stop word and Cue word .We have used the 

morphological analyzer to find the root word. For 

morphological analyzer we have collected all possible 

suffixes of Oriya language. 

4.1 Word frequency method 
 Luhn (1959) used Zipf ‟s Law of word distribution(a few 

words occur very often, fewer words occur somewhat often, 

and many words occur infrequently) to develop the following 

extraction criterion: if a text contains some words unusually 

frequently, then sentences containing these words are 

probably important. 

The systems of Luhn (1959), Edmundson (1969), Kupiec, 

Pedersen, and Chen(1995), Teufel and Moens (1999), Hovy 

and Lin (1999), and others employ various frequency 

measures, and report performance of between 15 per cent and 

35 per cent recall and precision (using word frequency alone). 

But both Kupiecet al. and Teufel and Moens show that word 

frequency in combination with other measures is not always 

better. Witbrock and Mittal (1999) compute a statistical model 

describing the likelihood that each individual word in the text 

will appear in the summary, in the context of certain features 

(part-of-speech tag, word length, neighbouring words,average 

sentence length, etc.). The generality of this method (also 

across languages)makes it attractive for further study. 

If a text contains some words unusually frequently, then 

sentences containing these words are probably important. 

4.2 Algorithm 
The algorithm for the word frequency method is  

1. Read Oriya web page   

2. Take the Oriya text as input 

3. Extract the title portion of the web page 

4. Read the body part of the web page 

5. Tokenize the whole text 

6. Consider the tokens as words. 

7. Compare these words with the predefined stop word list 

8. If any sentence having stop words  

9. Remove those stop word 

8. Count the no of words present in the input text. 

9. Count the no of unique words present in the input text. 

10. Calculate the threshold value (total no. of words/no. of 

unique words). 

11. Find the words having higher threshold value 

12 .Consider it as the frequent word  

13. Extract the whole sentence having those words 

14. Order the extracted sentences as in the input text 

A stop word is a type of word that appears very frequently in 

a text collection .It has no great significance .In the 

Information Retrieval (IR) community, stop words are defined 

as grammatical or function words. Prepositions, coordinators, 

determinants are the stop-words. Stop words are useless for 

search and retrieval purposes. We have identified 79 stop 

words for Oriya language.  

Table1: Stopword list for Oriya language 

No Oriya 

word 

English 

word 

20 Oriya  

word 

English 

word 

1 ଗୋଟିଏ  GOTIE 21 କାଵା  KAHA 

2 ଯେ  PARE 22 କଯି  KARI 

3 ଏଫେ  ABE 23 ଅଭ AAMA 

4 ଉଯ୍ଦ୍ଧ  URDHA 24 ଫୋରି  BOLI 

5 ଏଵା  AEHA 25 ଵେଫ  HEBA 

6 ଏତେ  AETE 26 ଏଠାଯେ  AETHARE 

7 କୌଣି  KOUNASI 27 ଏକ EKA 

8 ଗତ GATA 28 ଉକ୍ତ  UKATA 

9 ଥିରା  THILA 29 ବାଫେ  BHABE 

10 ନୁାଯେ  ANUSARE 30 ୂଯ୍ଫଯୁ  PURBAR

U 

11 ନେକ  ANEKA 31 ଅଜି  AAJI 

12 ଭଧ୍ମ  MADHYA 32 ମେଉଁ  JEUN 
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13 ା ଆଁ  PAIN 33 ଫୁ  SABU 

14 ତାଵାକୁ  TAHAKU 34 ଯ୍ମନ୍ତ  PARJYAN

TA 

15 କେଉଁ  KEUNTHI 35 ୁଦ୍ଧା  SUDDHA 

16 କିନ୍ତୁ  KINTU 36 ଦ୍ଫାଯା  DUARA 

17 ନେକ  ANEKA 37 ଭୋଯ  MORA 

18 ଅଧାଯ  AADHARA 38 କିଏ  KIE 

19 କଯି  KARI 39 କନ KANA 

40 ିଧାଖ  SIDHASALA

KHA 

60 କିଭ୍ଫା  KIMBA 

41 ନେଆ  NEI 61 ଏଫଂ  ABANG 

42 ରା ଗି  LAGI 62 େଥିଯେ  SETHIRE 

43 ଓ O 63 ଏଵି  AEHI 

44 ନ୍ମାନ୍ମ  ANNAYANY

A 

64 ଏଯି  AEPARI 

45 ଦେଆ  DEI 65 ଫଲ୍ମ  ABASAY

A 

46 ମେ  JE 66 ଏଫେ  ABE 

47 ମେନୁ  JEUN 67 ତେଫେ  TEBE 

48 ତାଵା  TAHA 68 ତାଙ୍କ  TANKA 

49 େ  SE 69 ଏଆ AAI 

50 ଵାଯ  AHARA 70 କେତେକ  KETEKA 

51 ପରଯେ  PHALARE 71 ଜଣେ  JANE 

52 ବି  BHALI 72 ଭ୍ତ  SAMAST

A 

53 କାଲେ  SAKASHE 73 ତେଣୁ  TENU 

54 େକ୍ଳା  APEKHYA 74 ଯିଫଯ୍ତ୍ତ

େ 

PARIBAR

TE 

55 ଥିଫ  THIBA 75 ଏଫୁ  ESABU 

56 ମୋଗୁ  JOGU 76 ତ୍ଫଯିତ୍  TUARIT 

57 ଵେରା  HELA 77 ଅଭେ  AAME 

58 ତାଙ୍କଯ  TANKARA 78 ଫେେ  BELE 

59 ା ଆଁ  PAIN 79 କାଯଣ  KARANA 

Figure 1.  Original Oriya HTML Document. 

 ଭାରକାନଗିଯିଯୁ  ୪ ଭାଓଫାଦୀ  ଗିଯପ  

ଭାରାକାନାଗିଯି , ୩୦/୩(ଡି.ଏନ.ଏ)- ଲନିଫାଯ  ନ୍ଧ୍ମାଯେ  ଭୋଟୁ  ଥାନା  

ନ୍ତଯ୍ଗତ  ିଙ୍ଗଯାଜକୋ ଣ୍ଟା  ଗାଁ  ଉଯେ  ଭୋଟୁ  ୋରି୍  ଓ ଏ.ଓ.ଜି 

ଫାଵିନୀ  ଭିିତ  ଚଢ଼ାଉ  କଯି  ଭାଓଫାଦୀ  ଭଯ୍ଥିତ  ଙ୍ଗ  ଦଯ ୪ ଜଣ 

ଭାଓଫାଦୀଙ୍କୁ  ଗିଯପ  କଯିଛନ୍ତି  । େଭାନେ  ଵେରେ  ଗଙ୍ଗା  ଡ଼ିଅଭୀ , ରା ଚ୍ଛା  

ଫାଙ୍ଗଯା , ଦେଫା  ଫାଙ୍ଗଯା  ଓ ନିଯଞ୍ଜନ  ଭଜୁଭ୍ଦାଯ  । ଏଭାନେ  ଫଵୁ  ଭାଓଫାଦୀ  

ଵିଂା  ଘଟଣାଯେ  ଜଡ଼ିତ  ଥିଫାଫେେ  ଗତ ୨୮ ତାଯିଖଦିନ  କାରି ଭୋ  ଫ୍ରକଯ  

ୂଯ୍ଫତନ  ଧ୍ମକ୍ଳ  ଜଭା  ଭାଢ଼ୀଙ୍କୁ  ଭାରାଫଯଭ୍  ଗ୍ଯାଭଯେ  ଵତ୍ମା  ଘଟଣାଯେ  

ଜଡ଼ିତ  ଛନ୍ତି  ଫୋରି  ଭାରାକାନାଗିଯି  ଏ.ି.ତୀଲ  ଗଜବିଏ  ଯଫିଫାଯ  

ାଭ୍ଫାଦିକ  ଭ୍ଭିନୀଯେ  ୍ଯକାଲ  କଯିଛନ୍ତି  । ୂଚନାମୋଗ୍ମ  ମେ , ଗତ 

ଭାକ  ଭଧ୍ମଯେ  ଏକ ଫିଫାଵ  ବୋଜିଯେ  ମୋଗ  ଦେଫାକୁ  ଅିଥିଫା  ଅଉ ୩ଜଣ 

ଭାଓଫାଦୀଙ୍କୁ  ଗିଯପ  କଯି  ଜେର୍  ଵାଜତକୁ  ଠାମାଆଛି  । ଭୋଟୁ , କାରିଭୋ  

ଞ୍ଚଯେ  ଭାଓଫାଦୀଭାନେ  ଧିକ  କ୍ଯି  ଵୋଆ  ଵିଂା  ଘଟାଆଫାକୁ  ମୋଜନା  

କଯୁଥିଫା  ଫେେ  ୋରି  କ୍ଳଯୁ  ଫ୍ମାକ  କୋଭ୍ଫିଂ  ଯେଲନ  ଜାଯି  

କଯାମାଆଛି  ଫୋରି  ୋରି  ୂତ୍ଯଯୁ  ୍ଯକାଲ  । ଯିଯପ  ଭାଓଫାଦୀ  

ଭାନଙ୍କଠାଯୁ  ଭିିଥିଫା  ତଥ୍ମ  ନୁାଯେ  ଭାରାକାନାଗିଯି  ଜିରାଯ  ଫଵୁ  ଭା ଓଫାଦୀ  

ଅନ୍ଧ୍ଯ୍ଯଦେଲକୁ  ାଆଛନ୍ତି  । ଅନ୍ଧ୍ଯ୍ଯଦେଲ  ୋରି  ଵ 

ମୋଗାମୋଗ  ୍ଥାନ  କଯାମାଆ  େଭାନଙ୍କୁ  ଧଯିଫା  ରା ଗି  ଏକ ୋରି  ଦ 

ଅନ୍ଧ୍ଯ୍ଯଦେଲକୁ  ଠାମିଫ  ଫୋରି  ୋରି  ଧିକାଯୀଭାନେ  ଗଣଭାଧ୍ମଭକୁ  

କଵିଛନ୍ତି  ।  
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Figure 2:Output of Word Frequency method 

Precision = correct / (correct + wrong) 

Recall = correct / (correct + missed) 

Correct = the number of sentences extracted by the system 

and  the human; 

 Wrong = the number of sentences extracted by the system but    

not by the human 

 Missed = the number of sentences extracted by the human but 

not by the system 

For this method Precision=83%  Recall=83 % 

4.3 Positional criteria 
Certain locations of the text (headings, titles, first paragraphs, 

etc.) tend to contain important information. The simple 

method of taking the lead (first paragraph) as summary often 

outperforms other methods, especially with newspaper articles 

(Brandow, Mitze, and Rau1995). Some variation of the 

position method appears in Baxendale (1958); Edmundson 

(1969); Donlan (1980); Kupiec, Pedersen, and Chen (1995); 

Teufel and Moens (1997); Strzalkowski et al. (1999); Kupiec 

et al. and Teufel and Moens both list this as the single best 

method, scoring around 33 percent, for news, scientific, and 

technical articles.In order to automatically determine the best 

positions, and to quantify their utility,Lin and Hovy (1997) 

define the genre- and domain-oriented Optimum Position 

Policy (OPP) as a ranked list of sentence positions that on 

average produce the highest yields for extracts, and describe 

an automated procedure to create OPPs given texts and 

extracts. 

For Oriya automatic text summarization, we are considering 

the first line of the first paragraph as well as the last line of the 

last paragraph for a given text as an important position to 

generate summary. We are also considering some position as 

important which contains the features like bold, Italic, 

Underline. 

The algorithm for the Positional Criteria method is  

1. Read Oriya web page   

2. Extract the title portion of the web page 

3. Read the body part of the web page 

4. Tokenize the whole text 

5. Extract the first line of the first paragraph 

6. If any sentence having some bold letter 

7. Extract the whole sentence 

8. If any sentence having some italic letter 

9.  Extract the whole sentence 

10. If any sentence having the underline 

11.  Extract the whole sentence 

12. Extract the last line of the last paragraph 

13. Order the extracted sentences as in the input text 

Figure 3: Output  of Positional Criteria method 

 

For this method Precision=100%, Recall=100% 

4.4 Cue phrase method 
Important sentences contain cue words. 

Phrases such as "in conclusion" and "note that" in some 

genres indicate important content. These phrases can be 

detected automatically by the system. The cue phrase method, 

which uses meta-linguistic markers (for example, “in 

conclusion”) to select important phrases (Edmonson 1969). 

The cue phrase method is based on the assumption that such 

phrases provide a “rhetorical” context for identifying 

important sentences. The source abstraction in this case is a 

set of cue phrases and the sentences that contain them.The 

algorithm for the Cue Phrase Method is  

1. Read Oriya web page   

2. Take the Oriya text as input 
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3. Extract the title portion of the web page 

4. Read the body part of the web page 

5. Tokenize the whole text 

6. Consider the tokens as words. 

7. Compare these words with the predefined cue word list 

8. If any sentence having cue words  

9. Extract the whole sentence 

10. Other sentences will not be considered 

11. Order the extracted sentences as in the input text 

For the cue phrase method for Oriya automatic text 

summarization, we have identified 37 cue words. 

Table:2 Cue Word list for Oriya language  

N

o 

Oriya 

word 

English 

word 

No Oriya 

word 

English word 

1 ୁଣି  PUNI 12 ୁତଯାଂ  SUTARANG 

2 ୁନଯ୍ଫା

ଯ 

PUNARBAR

A 

13 କା ଵଁିକିନା  KAHINKINA 

3 ୁନଲ୍ଚ  PUNASCHA 14 ଫାଯଭ୍ଫା

ଯ 

BARAMBARA 

4 କିନ୍ତୁ  KINTU 15 ୁନଃୁନଃ  PUNAHAPUNAH

A 

5 ଭାତ୍ଯ  MATRA 16 ମେଯି

େ ଯି 

JEPARISEPARI 

6 ତଥାି  TATHAPI 17 ଏଯି  AEPARI 

7 ଯନ୍ତୁ  PARANTU 18 ନଚେତ୍  NACHET 

8 ଥଚ ATHACHA 19 ନଵେରେ  NAHELE 

9 ଦା  SADA 20 କା ଵଁିକି  KAHINKI 

10 ଯ୍ଫଦା  SARBADA 21 ଚଭତ୍କାଯ  CHAMATKARA 

11 ମେଫେ  JEBE 22 ମଦି  JADI 

23 କେଫେ  KEBE 30 ମେଫେ  JEBE 

24 ଏଫେ  AEBE 31 ମଦିଓ  JADIO 

25 ତେଫେ  TEBE 32 ମଦିଫା  JADIBA 

26 ମେଣୁ  JENU 33 କାେ  KALE 

27 ତେଣୁ  TENU 34 ୍ଫବାଫତ

ଃ 

 

SWABHABATAHA 

28 ଏଣୁ  AENU 35 ଧାଯଣତ

ଃ 

SADHARANATAH

A 

29 ତଏଫ ATAEB 36 

 

 

37 

ମେଵେତୁ  

ଧିକେନ୍

ତୁ 

JEHETU 

 

ADHIKENTU 

 

Figure 4: Outpout of Cue Phrase method 

 

For this method Precision =100%,  Recall=100%   

4.5 Title overlap method 
A simple but useful method is to score each sentence by the 

number of desirable words it contains. Desirable words are, 

for example, those contained in the text‟s title or headings 

(Kupiec, Pedersen, and Chen 1995;Teufel and Moens 1997; 

Hovy and Lin 1999), or in the user‟s query, for a query-based 

summary (Buckley and Cardie 1997; Strzalkowski et al. 

19999; Hovy and Lin 1999).  
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In title overlap method we are first extracting the title. If the 

title or some part of the title is present in the body section of 

the input text, we are also extracting those sentences after 

matching with the title. Matching can be done in two ways. 

First we are directly matching the title with the body part and 

the second approach is to use morphological analyzer for 

better accuracy.The algorithm for the Title Overlap method   

is  

 1. Read Oriya web page   

2. Extract the title portion of the web page 

3. Extract the body portion of the web page 

4. Tokenize the whole text 

5. Match the title with the body text 

6. If match happens 

    6.1. Extract the whole sentence from the body portion 

    6.2  Otherwise go to the next step 

7. Apply the morphological analyzer in the title 

8. Find the root words from the title 

9. Again use the morphological analyzer in each token of the 

body      part 

10. Find the root word  

11. Take the root words of title and match with the body text 

12. If the root words are matches 

13. Extract those sentences 

14. Compare those extracted sentences with the body part 

15. Arrange them in order as in the body part 

 Morphological analyzer removes the suffixes and finds the 

root words. The suffixes may be different in the title or in the 

body part. But we know the root words are important.  

Oriya languages are characterized by a rich system of 

inflections (VIBHAKTI), derivation and compound formation 

for which a standard Morphological Parser is needed for POS 

tagging. The MP system is designed according to the 

orthographic rules with the help of suffix table and dictionary.  

In the process of formation of words in Oriya language there 

exists three major classes of morpheme which are Pronoun 

Morphology (PM), Inflectional Morphology (IM), 

Derivational Morphology (DM).  

Algorithm: 

1. Take the Oriya text as input 

2. Tokenize all the words present in the text 

3. Use finite state automata(FSA)  

4. Find the correct suffixes associated with the words 

5. Go to the dictionary and check the availability of 

the word 

6. Consider the word as a root word 

show the output (root word + suffix) 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 3: (Morphological Analyzer Output) 

 

Table 4: List of suffixes for Oriya language 

No English 

Word 

Oriya 

Word 

No English 

Word 

Oriya 

Word 

1 ucha ଉଛ 22 ibe ଆଫେ  

2 uchi ଉଛି  23 uthiba ଉଥିଫ  

3 uchu ଉଛୁ  24 uthiba ଉଥିଫା  

4 uche ଉଛେ  25 uthibe ଉଥିଫେ  

5 icha ଆଛ 26 uthibu ଉଥିଫୁ  

6 ichu ଆଛୁ  27 uthibi ଉଥିଫି  

7 iche ଆଛେ  28 uchanti ଉଛନ୍ତି  

8 ichi ଆଛି  29 ichanti ଆଛନ୍ତି  

9 anta ନ୍ତ  30 uthanti ଉଥାନ୍ତି  

10 anti ନ୍ତି  31 uthantu ଉଥାନ୍ତୁ  

11 antu ନ୍ତୁ  32 uthanta ଉଥାନ୍ତ  

12 ante ନ୍ତେ  33 uthanta ଉଥାନ୍ତା  

13 anta ନ୍ତା  34 uthante ଉଥାନ୍ତେ  

14 uchanti ଉଛନ୍ତି  35 ithanta ଆଥାନ୍ତ  

15 ichanti ଆଛନ୍ତି  36 ithanta ଆଥାନ୍ତା  

16 ila  ଆର 37 ithanti ଆଥାନ୍ତି  

17 ilu ଆରୁ  38 ithantu ଆଥାନ୍ତୁ  
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18 ili ଆରି  39 ithante ଆଥାନ୍ତେ  

19 ila ଆରା  40 e ଆ 

20 ile ଆରେ  41 te ଟେ  

21 uthila ଉଥିର  42 ta ଟା  

43 uthilu ଉଥିରୁ  64 tae ଟାଏ  

44 uthile ଉଥିରେ  65 taku ତାକୁ  

45 uthili ଉଥିରି  66 tara ତାଯ  

46 ithila ଆଥିରା  67 taru ତାଯୁ  

47 ithilu ଆଥିରୁ  68 tare ତାଯେ  

48 ithile ଆଥିରେ  69 ti ଟି 

49 ithili ଆଥିରି  70 tira ଟିଯ  

50 iba ଆଫ 71 tira ତିଯା  

51 iba ଆଫା  72 tire ତିଯେ  

52 ibi ଆଫି  73 tie ଟିଏ  

53 ibu ଆଫୁ  74 tiku ଟିକୁ  

54 tharu ଠାଯୁ  75 thare ଠାଯେ  

55 thu ଠୁ 76 gurie ଗୁଡିଏ  

56 ru ଯୁ 77 gurika ଗୁଡିକ  

57 re ଯେ  78 guriku ଗୁଡିକୁ  

58 ra ଯ 79 guraka ଗୁଡାକ  

59 mana ଭାନ  80 guraku ଗୁଡାକୁ  

 

Figure 5: Output of Title Overlap method 

For this method Precision=100%, Recall=100% 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In conclusion, we have presented an automatic Oriya text 

summarizer by using 4 novel methods. For all the methods, 

they show promising performance in terms of precision/recall 

(95%), but future work is needed in terms of the performance 

and robustness of the system. 

 In the future we would like to extend our Oriya automatic 

text summarizer so as to produce near-abstractive summaries. 

We can integrate our system with extraction based 

summarization system which can improve the performance of 

the system in future. We are also trying to introduce some 

other sources of knowledge including syntactic knowledge, 

context etc and explore other interesting application of our 

system. 
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